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Abstract 

Solar panel output is determined by a number of factors: obviously there is the type of 

panel that determines the conversion efficiency, but also the amount of light falling 

into the panel is of importance, among other conditions of operation. The output of a 

panel would e.g. drop when the amount of light falling onto it is reduced, or even 

when only a part of the panel is covered. Another reason for decreased production is 

that the conversion efficiency decreases in panel temperature by about 0.38 percent 

per capita increase. Considering that a panel would be able to generate most of its 

performance on a sunny day, it is of important significance to reduce effectiveness 

owing to heating up. To achieve an optimised output, it is therefore important for the 

panel to remain clean, Therefore, this paper looks at a method of running water on top 

of a solar panel in order to clean it and cool it down.  
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1. Introduction 

 

There has been an increasing interest in renewable energy sources since the onset 

of the energy crisis[1]. In many nations, this has resulted in a growing amount of 

solar panels being mounted onto rooftops in urban settings owing to a multitude of 

public incentives[2].Photovoltaic (PV) panels currently available commercially 

have an efficiency of between 10 and 30%. Although solar energy is free, it is 

important to ensure that the conversion to electricity is as high as possible in 

countries with less sun[3]. Hence, it is necessary to optimise all possible 

parameters where and when possible. To achieve optimal performance, there are a 

number of key aspects to take into account[4], e.g. the angle of the panel in 

relation to the ground level, to ensure that the solar rays fall into the panel in the 
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most optimal way[5]. Depending on the season, location around the planet etc, 

this angle should be changed for optimal efficiency. Hence a significant amount of 

research has been performed. While these optimize the angle under which the rays 

fall into the panels, this does not guarantee that the light actually falls into the 

panel, for which a range of factors might exist, such as: dust, sand, leaves, etc. 

 

2. Experiment 

The simplest way to clean and cool a panel is by making sure that a large quantity 

of water runs over the panel. This could be accomplished by sprinkling water on 

top of the board and gathering it from the bottom again. The collection of water at 

the bottom allows for it to be reused, but requires the water to be pumped up again 

to the top of the panel. Initial estimates quickly showed that when using a 

conventional water pump the pump’s power consumption would be much higher 

than the efficiency gains obtained. If one is to pursue such a system, then it is 

important that the pumping mechanism consumes as little energy as possible. One 

way to achieve this is by using the kinetic energy inside the water, because it has 

just dropped down the panel, and a hydraulic RAM pump takes advantage of this 

concept. A hydraulic RAM pump typically has two distinct valves that close / 

open depending on the pressure they are experiencing. The pressure on the 

disposal valve will improve until the valve closes when the water flows in from 

the bottom tank. The water will no longer escape through the waste valve, but 

enter the pressure vessel from there. 
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Result and conclusion

 

Initial system measurements are based on examining each of the individual 

variables influencing the

identical panels installed at a 50 ° C angle, a battery was connected to the panels 

as a charge, while a regular voltage was used to provide the correct power needed 

to charge the battery. The tests 

and these results were then used to determine average values. 

examined the shift in effectiveness based on the dirt

findings indicate that there is a clear distinc

that are covered with tiny particles of dust (i.e. sand) or big dirt (i.e. moss and 

leaves). Small dust particles show an efficiency drop of approximately 17%, while 

bigger particles result in an efficiency fall of almo

decrease in output power of up to one third if the panels are coated with mud. To 

confirm these measurements, a similar test was performed on second set of panels, 

with different specifications, which showed similar results
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